
1. TRIP OFFER 
 

11.4. 2024 from 15:00 Tour of the town Mariánské Lázně part by bus, part walking 

12.4. 2024 from 15:00 Themed walking tour of the town on the theme Famous Visitors  

13.4. 2024 from 15:00 Historical centre of Cheb, by bus 

all excursions are led by a professional guide in English 

Please book and pay your trip until 29.2. 2024 

Reservation: 

‒ in the application form for the competition: https://forms.gle/cYXXykMAcwHk2RUG7 
‒ by email icelindenadultcup.cz@gmail.com 
 

Payment informatik 
 

Bank account: 
 
 Komereční banka 
 Account number:  35-7323240297 

Banking code:   0100 
 
IBAN:    CZ1301000000357323240297  
Name:   Sportovní krasobruslařský klub Mariánské Lázně, z.s. 
Adress:   Nejdlova 925/2, Stará Role, 360 17 Karlovy Vary 

 
 Purpose of payment: Linden 2024 – Trip -  „your name“  
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Trip 1: TOUR OF OUR TOWN Mariánské Lázně by bus  

 

Guided tour along 3 significant streets, part by bus and part walking 

During the tour you will learn about significant buildings, famous visitors, mineral springs with 

possibility to take taste some of them, a walk through the Colonnade and spa centrum with a bit 

about the history of the Town.  

 

PRICE: 400 CZK / Person (18 EUR) 

Tour length: approx. 1 hour 

Minimum participation 7 (Small bus) persons, maximum 19 persons (bus) 

 

 

Trip 2:  Themed walking tour of the town on the theme FAMOUS VISITORS 

 



In the golden days of the emerging spa, Mariánské Lázně was one of the destinations that everyone 

who was important in society had to visit. Mariánské Lázně was therefore the centre of social and 

political events and was visited by many important personalities - statesmen, poets, composers, 

writers. The visit of these people is commemorated by statues, monuments and memorial plaques in 

the places where they spent their stay. Come and explore them with us. 

 

The main  famous visitors 

 King Edward VII. (1841 – 1910) 

 Writer and poet Johann Wolfgang Goethe (1749-1832) 

 Composer Fryderyk Chopin (1810-1849) 
 

 

PRICE: 500 CZK / Person (20 EUR)  

Tour length: approx. 1,5 -2 hours 

unlimited number of participants 

 

 

 

Trip 3:  Historical centre of Cheb by bus  

 

Distance from Mariánské Lázně: 34 km 

 

The centre of the medieval town of Cheb is an urban conservation area. Cheb Castle, dating from the 

12th century, is one of the most beautiful Central European Romanesque monuments. Especially the 

rare two-storey Romanesque-Gothic chapel is unique. 

The picturesque complex of medieval townhouses called Špalíček, which dominates Cheb's square, 

has become a symbol of the town. 

 

PRICE: 875 CZK / Person (35 EUR) Minimum participation 10 persons, maximum 19 persons  

Tour length: approx. 2,5 hours 

Minimum participation 7 (Small bus) persons, maximum 19 persons (bus) 


